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WWW.GLOBALAISUMMIT.ORG

13-15 September 2022
3 day physical event

NOW
NEXT
NEVER King Abdulaziz International

Conference Center, Riyadh
Saudi Arabia

3,000+ Participants, including 100+ Speakers

ABOUT
The Global AI Summit is a two-way conversation that engages every attendee, speaker, and partner in a 
rich dialogue about how AI can solve complex problems, empower businesses, shape our future, and 
ultimately, transform society.

From local and regional “visions” to the united economic framework, the Global AI Summit gathers the 
most prominent policy makers, leading investors, thought leaders and innovators in the field today.

In the spirit of co-creation, speakers and participants will be invited to contribute to a
vision for AI that will live on beyond the summit. 

THEMES

AI NOW
AI Now is about giving attendees practical tools through keynotes, workshops, 
panels, and technology demonstrations that will drive their roadmaps. 

The Summit begins when we press play.

AI NEXT
AI Next looks ahead to the change makers & pioneers who are paving the way for 
AI to solve some of the world’s most meaningful challenges. 

We look to the future by pressing fast forward.

AI NEVER
AI Never challenges the audience and speakers to engage in debates about the 
ethics & responsible use of AI across a range of domains and topics. 

In a united voice, ask ourselves when to press stop.
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SMART CITIES HEALTHCAREHUMAN CAPABILITY 
DEVELOPMENT

ENERGYTRANSPORTATION CULTURE 

We reframe the dialogue between technology, policy & ecosystems to apply united AI to the 
humanity’s sectors

ECONOMIC MOBILITYENVIRONMENT 

OBJECTIVES
To create a Disruptive Global Platform, where AI leaders & pioneers from 
every corner of the world come together to connect & collaborate. 

To inspire & catalyze a Worldwide Movement, we need to evolve from ideas 
to action. Or, where ideas become real fast.  
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@globalaisummit

#Embrace_AI

https://twitter.com/globalaisummit https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChCxaXJEtSbngEsmyR0vrfg/videos?view=0&sort=phttps://www.instagram.com/accounts/login/?next=/globalaisummit/ https://pe.linkedin.com/company/globalaisummithttps://www.facebook.com/globalaisummit


